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Foreword by Diane von Furstenberg From Instagram
star Aimee Song, creator of the popular fashion blog Song of Style, comes the very first how-to
Instagram guide, breaking down the essentials to taking gorgeous photos and building your
brand and following. With over three million Instagram fans, Aimee Song knows a thing or two
about taking the perfect Instagram photo. And Instagram is so much more than a platform for
pretty pictures. It’s the fastest-growing social media network with an engaged community, a
major marketing tool for brands, a place where Beyoncé drops her albums, and a hub where
products can be bought with a simple double tap. Including everything from fashion, travel, food,
décor, and more, Aimee includes insider tips on curating a gorgeous feed and growing an
audience. In this ultimate how-to Instagram guide, you’ll learn: · How to brighten, sharpen,
and filter your photos· The best apps and filters· How to prop and style food and fashion
photos· Ways to craft your voice and story on Instagram· How to gain more Instagram
followers· Secrets behind building a top Instagram brand· How to transform an Instagram
hobby into a successful business· Tips for driving revenue based on your following Capture
Your Style will empower you to become your own master mobile photographer, whether you’re
looking to launch an e-commerce business or simply sharing a gorgeous meal with your friends,
turning even the most mundane moment into Instagold. This is a must-have reference for anyone
interested in the ins and outs of stylish personal branding.

“Aimee’s Instagram is impeccable and has made her a star; now she’s taking it to the next level
by giving us all of her secrets in one book.” (Garance Doré, author of New York Times bestseller
Love Style Life)“Engaging, informative, practical, and fun, this book is a must for any millennial
hoping to take the digital world by storm.” (Diane von Furstenberg, designer) “Aimee has an
incredible ability to capture simple, everyday moments and vault them to next-level chic. It’s
amazing that we now have a guide to her filter-genius ways. #goals.” (Shay Mitchell, actress,
Pretty Little Liars)"This beautiful book is a must-buy if you’re interested in optimizing your
content, no matter if you’re just starting out or already have countless followers. Aimee does an
incredible job of pulling back the curtain on how to build a top Instagram brand, and this
engaging, practical guide will help take your imagery, strategy, and skills to the next
level.” (Hillary Kerr and Katherine Power, founders of Clique Media Group (Who What Wear)) “An
absolutely brilliant read and a smart analysis of the dynamics behind the crazy world of
Instagram. Aimee will help you make your IG account fabulous while staying true to
yourself.” (Chiara Ferragni, fashion influencer, creative director of CF, and model)“Finally! Aimee
has written the first book to open doors on Instagram, and has given us all the opportunity to tap
into her wildly creative techniques for taking incredible photos and curating a beautiful



life.” (Rebecca Minkoff, designer)“I have always admired Aimee’s style, and this book is such a
beautiful reflection of who she is, perfect for anyone looking for inspiration.” (Amanda Steele,
actress, model, and Influencer)"In the digital age, everyone is a photographer, but Aimee Song
stands out for her unique eye and the genuine glimpses into her life. Her practical tips on
building the ultimate Instagram feed will be helpful to newbies and experts alike." (Imran Amed,
Founder of The Business of Fashion) --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorAimee Song is the blogger behind Song of Style, a popular fashion and
interior design blog. With over three million Instagram followers and four million monthly views to
the website, she’s been featured on the Forbes 30 Under 30 list and has collaborated with luxury
and commercial brands including Michael Kors, Diane von Furstenberg, Tiffany & Co., Elle
Magazine, Maybelline, L’Oréal, Roxy, Seven For All Mankind, Gucci, Valentino, Macy’s,
Bloomingdale’s, Express, Nine West, TopShop, Levi’s, Chloé, Marc Jacobs, Gap, eBay, Dolce &
Gabbana, CoverGirl, and more. Aimee also runs an interior design business, Song of Style
Design, and frequently appears on national television spots for CoverGirl, E!, MTV, and more.
She lives in Los Angeles. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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VON FURSTENBERGAs one of the fashion industry’s most influential bloggers, Aimee Song is
living her American Dream. With one perfectly curated Instagram photo at a time, she has
become a symbol of today’s successful, stylish young woman.When I first embarked on my
design career, I was eager to connect with American women and traveled from city to city to find
out what they really wanted. I tied wrap dresses in fitting rooms all over the country and listened
to their hopes, fears, and desires. I have always cherished that dialogue and intimacy—it
informed my work and kept me connected to my core audience.Instagram is a fascinating way to
communicate because it is about intimacy, of course, but it is also all about immediacy. In real
time, you can express yourself to the world, from the places you go to the print you are wearing.
Within seconds, I can learn how many people like a dress I designed, or don’t like it, or would
prefer it in purple. It can become rather addicting.No one understands or has been able to tap
into that addictive quality quite like Aimee Song.As a leading influencer on Instagram, Aimee
has mastered the art of documenting daily life. She has incredible charm and a sharp eye, and is
able to capture emotions by elevating images and showcasing her chic personal style. And
luckily for us, she’s sharing her know-how with great insight and generosity.Most important,
Aimee understands that authenticity and transparency are the order of the day. I can relate to her
desire to create a real dialogue with her followers, creating a community and connecting in ways
I never thought possible through social media.Instagram has captured the hearts of millennials
(and just about everyone else). It has become a visual diary for a generation, allowing users to
share photographs of the people, places, things—and clothes!—they love most with the people
who most want to see them. When Aimee first told me about this book, I thought it was incredibly
timely. There are so many aspects to Instagram, from composing beautiful photos to boosting
your business, and she has finally written a guide to the platform that addresses everything that
goes into a successful feed (and brand!). The book is equally interesting to anyone who wants to



understand how millennials think and see the world, and I’m so impressed by Aimee’s candor
and honesty about the process.Today, I still make time to drop by the dressing room, but I also
find social media a great way to communicate with women. Instagram and other platforms have
made it possible to have the most intimate of exchanges—with just the click of a button.The
most important thing, in Instagram and in life, is to know who you are and stay true to that. And
Aimee’s guide is a wonderful place to start.INTRODUCTIONWhen I was seven, I read an article
about kids my age writing letters to kids who lived in places I could only dream about from my
bedroom. The ability to connect with different cultures and learn about someone else’s daily life
from thousands of miles away seemed like the coolest thing in the world, and soon I was
corresponding with new friends as far away as Australia and Indonesia.The love and drive for
human connection—something so prevalent in social media—has always stayed with me.It was
with me in middle school, when I was bullied and I turned to a Korean social media network
called Cyworld, where I was able to connect with people who shared my hobbies and interests,
even though I spent a lot of time feeling really alone at school.It was with me in high school,
when I was turned away from the cheerleading squad and a chorus group, but I found thousands
of people on Xanga—one of the earliest blogging platforms—who also liked to share funny
memes, photos, and stories about how they sometimes felt alone, too.Despite my love of early
social media sites and exploring how they were used to foster connections, I never actually
planned on becoming a blogger—let alone named as one of the most influential bloggers by the
same fashion magazines that have always inspired me. But in 2006, after my family ran into
some financial problems, I put my dreams of attending interior design school in San Francisco
on hold so I could get a job and help my parents make ends meet.A kitchen-and-bath design
firm near my house was looking for a receptionist, so I took the job and found I had time to
peruse the Internet during downtime. I researched blogs, interior designers, artists, and other
creatives who continue to stir me to this day. After work, I’d continue my “studies” and sit in the
corner of the bookstore until it closed, soaking up all I could in interiors magazines and art and
design books. I would have taken them home had I not been saving every cent for school.My
dedication and love of the subject paid off when my boss moved me off the reception desk and
let me work with clients. Soon I was actually helping people design their kitchens and bathrooms
and, eventually, the rest of their houses, too. I was sketching architectural drawings, choosing
finishes, and, most important, connecting with our clients and helping interpret their tastes into a
home they loved. It made me feel so good to make other people so happy through design. And
after three years of working my butt off, I finally saved enough to go to design school in San
Francisco, just as I’d dreamed.While I was attending school in 2008—and still very much active
on Xanga and, then, MySpace—I decided to start my own interior design blog. I loved doing it,
and my followers and the people I followed seemed to truly enjoy the pictures of the mid-century
modern and layered Hollywood Regency rooms I would post.Until I tried something a little
different: my first outfit post. It was yellow and blurry and something I would never post now. But
for whatever reason, it got a response. A good response. And it was fun. Although I didn’t realize



it at the time, my fashion and lifestyle website, Song of Style, was officially born.Design posts
became less frequent as outfit posts became my obsession. I remember the first time a brand
reached out to me to send me clothing. I was shocked. Send? As in, for free? Where do I sign
up? It was a pair of jeans that I would have bought in two seconds, so I couldn’t wait to wear and
share. The more I posted, the more my “following” started to increase, and the more brands
started emailing me. My life didn’t really change right away (except for the amazing swag), but,
little did I know, a new app was in development that was going to revolutionize the way I’d share
my style with the world.When Instagram launched and I joined alongside my fellow style
bloggers, my picture-taking habit vaulted to an entirely new level. I could do a few daily,
showcasing details of what I was wearing, as well as other tiny but beautiful moments
throughout the day (from a Sunday-brunch feast to my sister and I laughing during an impromptu
photo shoot at home to the details of a gorgeous handbag I couldn’t wait to wear out on the
town). It became a mini docu-journal of my life, a creative outlet that made me really happy to
work on.Suddenly, I couldn’t do anything without a “gram” to go along with it. (If a tree falls in the
forest and no one is there to gram it, did it really fall?) I was able to inject my personality into the
photos, be it with funny faces or silly commentary. Even as I perfected my photo-taking skills, I
kept my sensibility real. I never take myself too seriously, and that honest point of view, always
personal—maybe even too personal—is what I think resonates with people.A few hundred
followers became a few thousand. . . . A few thousand became ten thousand. . . . Ten thousand
became fifty thousand. . . . Fifty went to one hundred thousand . . . then two hundred thousand.
Mind. Blown. I had no idea this was even possible. I started to take my Insta photography more
seriously, until it eventually became a career. One day, I looked up and the number had hit one
million. That million-mark morning, I got a giddy call from my mom, like I had just been
nominated for an Oscar. And even though I wasn’t practicing any acceptance speeches, it was a
total honor.But it wasn’t luck that made my following (and double-tap “likes”) grow. There is a bit
of a science (with some magic) to it. It boils down to branding, how you take photos, subject and
content, the art of the caption, and paying close attention to what works and what doesn’t, as
well as times of the day that posted pictures perform the best (and worst). Even if you aren’t
jetting off to Paris for the weekend or don’t have the latest “it” bag of the season, you can still
take gorgeous photos that allow you to reveal your passions—and build a significant following in
the process.I mentioned earlier that Instagram became a creative outlet for me. I experimented
as if I were in photography school, toying with different angles and filters, then analyzing
everything for the best results. And as my photos improved, even more people took notice.As my
following increased, life-changing opportunities presented themselves: invitations to the best
events on the planet (Golden Globes, Oscars, Grammys, fashion shows, parties from L.A. to
Morocco to Japan—things I never imagined I would experience firsthand). I still can’t believe the
doors that have opened because of Instagram. I pinch myself daily.Today, with 3.3 million
followers (at the time of this writing) on @songofstyle, one of my pictures—my view of the
Michael Kors fashion week runway show (where I am somehow sitting in the front row; totally



surreal even after a few seasons) or my favorite coconut cheesecake in L.A. (believe me, I’m as
grateful for that, too)—may get five figures worth of love.I now feel qualified to say that I know
what’s up when it comes to Instagram. (A video I posted to YouTube last summer about taking a
good Instagram shot currently has 343,000 views.)I know I’m not alone in my Insta obsession
(insert emoji needle and iPhone here). Instagram has taken over the globe. It’s the fastest-
growing social network online, surpassing 300 million users in record time. More than seventy
million photos are shared on Instagram every day. Seventy million! It has fostered and enabled
creativity in not just me but in everyone who makes and shares content. Instagram has not only
given me a voice but also has allowed me to learn about others’ lives as well—in India, Africa,
New Zealand—all in real time. Like my pen-pal days, only better. And it’s so much more than just
a platform for pretty pictures. It’s a major marketing tool for brands, a place where Beyoncé
drops her albums, and a hub where products can be promoted and therefore sold. It’s where
people come together to raise money for a cause (I once got thirty thousand app downloads to
benefit brain cancer research because of a post), and where so many young people all over the
world find and connect with a community that offers support in the absolute worst of times (never
forget #JeSuisCharlie).It’s also a kind of family in real life, too, where #InstaMeets (events that
bring together anywhere from just a few to hundreds of avid grammers) breed friendships and
open you up to new ideas. When I have hosted events and used my Instagram to share where I
will be and when I’ll be there, I have met sometimes thousands (yes, thousands) of “likers” and
found inspiration from people I may never have met or known any other way.Instagram has given
me intros to great new restaurants, jeans, lip glosses, charities, stores, and artists. And at least
twice in Dubai, it helped me connect to a friendly face in a country where I didn’t speak the
language or know anyone.At its core, the app is a platform for discovery, art, new ideas, and
exploration. It has made a huge impact on my life and my career. Everyone from housewives to
photojournalists reporting from war zones uses Instagram to communicate. It is a news source
for my generation. (When something drastic happens in the world, my peers turn to Instagram
and search hashtags before turning on the TV or going to CNN.com.)While everyone has his or
her own unique purpose and reason for using it, Instagrammers have one thing in common:
They want to put their perspectives out there and receive recognition for doing it.I owe the app
so much gratitude. It is through my blog that I came to realize my ultimate passions outside of
design and fashion (and eating, of course): to share information and inspiration, to entertain, and
to connect with others. And Instagram allowed me to take my passions global. That’s largely why
I decided to write this book. I want you to be a rock star on Instagram and perfect your
smartphone photography skill set, acquiring fans and keeping and converting followers.There’s a
lot that goes into a good photo (and a lot that separates a good pic from an uh-mazing one). And
there are definite “don’ts” (no one wants Insta shame). This book is full of every trick of the trade
that I have uncovered, so you will get noticed by posting pictures that pop, crafting a point of
view, and telling stories through standout visuals that capture attention.While this book is meant
to be a guide for turning even a mundane moment into the most beautiful one, unleashing your



inner innovator, and realizing your CMO abilities, it’s also designed to inspire you to live a life
that’s actually worth capturing. I delight in getting followers and likes as much as the next girl, but
I don’t think numbers are the be-all and end-all of Instagram success. Once you nail down a
photo style that showcases people, places, and moments you love, I hope you’ll use this book to
guide you on how to take and produce gorgeous photos that will help you achieve all your Insta
goals.By the end, you’ll feel like a bona fide shutterbug, able to spot a gorgeous detail and turn it
into viral gold. Here you’ll get some helpful advice for showcasing your point of view and even, if
you want, driving revenue because of your following (without selling out or doing anything that
would dare question your integrity, something I would never—and have never—done, no matter
how big the paycheck).But the ultimate reason I wanted to write this book is really simple: I want
to share my love of the human connection—which I am so incredibly grateful to now have with
friends, fans, and followers all over the globe, just as I wished for when I was a kid.I also want to
empower you, whether you need the confidence to start an e-commerce business or simply
want to share special moments with your ten best friends. Photos evoke feelings surrounding our
most cherished moments in life. And Instagram opens our imaginations and connects those
moments to others who, if we’re lucky, will feel what we feel, too. It has done so for me, and I
want it to do so for you. While people always say, “Stop to smell the roses,” I say it’s much more
fun to stop, smell, snap, and share the flowers that brightened your day. Then know that your
photo brightened someone else’s day, too.Insta TermsBefore we dive in, here’s a quick rundown
of some essential Instagram terms you’ll find on the app and throughout this book.FEEDYour
Instagram account, where all your photos live. Expect exes, former roommates, and nosy
colleagues to scroll through this in order to see what you’ve been up to since first joining the
platform.POSTA single photo that you upload and set free for all the Insta world to see (or just
your own followers, if setting your account to private is your thing). Your individual posts
constitute your feed.HANDLEYour Instagram username, preceded by the @ symbol. I’m
@songofstyle, and you should probably follow me now. Speaking of which . . .FOLLOWWhen
you choose to “monitor” someone else’s activity so that their photo posts will display in your
home stream . . .HOME STREAMThe stream of photos composed of posts by the accounts you
follow. (Don’t worry—later in this chapter, I make suggestions of awesome people and brands to
follow so that your home stream won’t bore you.)LIKESThe things you will collect when followers
“double tap” your photos and vice versa. You will become semi-obsessed with refreshing your
screen in order to see how many of these you get within the first five minutes of posting a
photo.CAPTIONThe text you write to accompany a photo post. This can range from the hilarious
to the self-deprecating, the prolific to the cynical. Or, you can simply type a ridiculous emoji and
call it a day.HASHTAGA single word or phrase without spaces that, due to the addition of the #
symbol, makes said word or phrase discoverable to the Instagram community.
#HowGeniusIsThat?#LATERGRAMWhen you post a photo later than when you took
it.#TBTThrowback Thursday. This is a popular crowd hashtag that has caused people to post
baby photos, puppy photos, dorky braces photos, and anything else from back in the day on—



you guessed it—a Thursday.#OOTDOutfit of the day. A photo of your outfit on any given day,
sometimes taken by an upstanding citizen, sometimes taken as a mirror selfie.A1THE INS &
OUTS OF INSTAGRAMCongratulations, you just made the decision to up your Instagame—and,
by default, your mobile-photography game! When I started working on this book, it was really
important to me that I create a true manual that everyone could use—from the Instagram
hobbyist with ten followers to the entrepreneur using the platform to launch a multimillion-dollar
clothing line.It takes some major elbow grease and dedication to get to the top of the Instagram
heap, but that doesn’t mean that you should feel any pressure to dive in headfirst—unless that’s
what you want. Above all else, Instagram should be fun. It’s not only about taking the perfect
picture; it’s also about capturing your favorite moments. And this book—no matter how serious or
playful your Insta goals—is going to help you become a better mobile photographer who will be
well equipped to use Instagram however you want.Let’s start with the basics. In this chapter,
you’ll become well versed in:• The nitty-gritty of a camera phone—my personal equipment of
choice when gramming.• How to pick a memorable and effective Instagram handle.• The best
way to find interesting people to follow and start building your feed.• How to plan your grid (and
what the hell a grid even is).So grab your gear and let’s do the damn thing.Camera Phone
101It’s probably safe for me to assume that you’ve heard about Instagram. But for anyone who
has been taking a digital (and cultural) detox a little too seriously, here it goes: Instagram is the
world’s fastest-growing media platform that has more than 300 million users who share more
than 70 million photos. Every. Single. Day. That’s incredible (and kind of insane), and it shows
just how vast your Insta audience can be if you want to promote a blog, project, business, or the
like. (Or you can totally make a private account and only let your mom and sister see your vacay
snaps, if that’s more your speed.)To get started, you’ll need the right equipment—a mobile
phone or tablet with iOS/Android capabilities or a Windows 10 phone (or better). Nothing else
will do (Zack Morris phones not accepted). You’ll need to download the Instagram app and
create your account from your mobile device, not a computer (though you can look at accounts
on a desktop). Even though a quick spin around your average fashion blogger’s Insta feed feels
like you’re looking at a series of elaborately planned magazine photo shoots, you absolutely do
not need a professional photographer to follow you around or even a fancy pro camera in order
to take flawless Insta pics. Even an iPhone 5 from 2012 has the same 8-megapixel camera with
similar picture quality that’s featured on Apple’s newer models, albeit without some of the
autofocus and video coolness.If you do happen to want professional-quality pictures on your
Insta feed, you can certainly buy a pro camera and upload images to your phone for posting,
though I personally don’t think it’s necessary. I use my iPhone most of the time for my social
media snaps.For blog posts, I trust the Sony Alpha A7S and Canon EOS 5D Mark III, both
professional full-frame cameras. I have total respect for DSLRs, but let’s face it, a mobile phone
is lighter, more accessible, and built to be carried everywhere. I can’t slip my Canon into a clutch
for a fashion show, and traveling with a bulky camera can be a major buzzkill. And that doesn’t
even include capturing everyday unexpected magic—ad hoc moments that beg to be



photographed. This is a grab-your-phone-and-go world, so my best advice is just to embrace
it.There are a ton of souped-up photo apps you can download to enhance your phone’s
standard camera feature (Camera+ is one of them). I use my iPhone’s standard camera and all
the different modes that come with it (see this page).Now, there are a few basic phone
photography functions and skills that will become your new best friends, regardless of what type
of photo you take (see this page).ATIME-LAPSEA video mode that speeds up images.SLO-
MOTime-Lapse’s much slower, lazier cousin.VIDEOA regular moving-image
recording.PHOTOYour standard 4:3 aspect-ratio image. As of 2016, you can post this aspect
ratio to Instagram.SQUAREBefore you could post 4:3 images to Instagram, you could only post
photos with a square 1:1 aspect ratio, which this handy 1:1 crop captures automatically without
any resizing work.PANOIf you can walk a straight line, you can use your iPhone to take cool
panoramic photos. Sadly, these don’t really fit on Instagram. But they’re awesome
nonetheless.GRID LINESRegardless of the operating system, your phone camera will have a
grid, which is vital for making straight images (crooked pictures are my absolute nightmare). On
Samsung devices, you can find the grid by launching the camera, going to Settings, and
scrolling down until you find Grid Lines. Make sure it’s on. On an iPhone or iPad, go to Settings
and scroll down to Photos & Camera. Then scroll down to Grid and slide that bad boy on. Now
you’ll be able to line up your intended images in the grid to keep everything pretty and straight
(we’ll get into the nuts and bolts of composition later). This will change the way you take pictures.
Trust.AUTOFOCUS & FOCUS LOCKThis key feature allows you to point your phone at your
subject and tap your screen until you get the focus you want. A simple tap-to-focus is fine when
your subject isn’t moving. But take it from someone who has tried (and oftentimes failed) to take
pictures of models sashaying down runways: It’s hard to get a non-blurry photo when your
subject is on the move. The solution? Focus lock. Instead of a dainty tap on your iPhone or iPad
screen after launching the camera, hold your finger down for about two seconds. You’ll see a
yellow AE/AF lock banner appear. Similarly, on a Samsung, press and hold to focus, and wait for
the lock icon to appear. And, voilà. Clear photos, no matter what.AEXPOSURE ADJUSTIf you
have an iPhone or iPad, you may already know that once your camera is open, you can tap a
light part of your subject to darken your image or tap a dark part of your subject to lighten it up.
(You can also move your finger up and down to brighten or darken—a hidden gem of a trick that I
don’t think everyone knows about; you do this when you see the icon of a small sun appear.)
You’ll learn later that a too-dark photo is much easier to fix than one that’s blown out and too light
(and I do like a light image), so take advantage of exposure features, no matter what kind of
tools are at your disposal.AWhat’s in a Name: Choosing Your Handle WiselyYour Instagram
handle is your calling card—the public moniker that will appear at the top of your profile and
shout your brand, personal or otherwise, to the world. Want to leave a comment on a friend’s
photo? They’ll know it’s from you based on your handle. Planning on sending a direct message
(DM) to a potential client? Your handle is what they’ll see in their inbox. If you so desire, this is
also what you’ll put on your business card, email signature, and website to send eyeballs (and



potential followers) your way; you can also add it to your online dating profile so that potential
Prince Charmings can find your cute selfies.Picking a solid username isn’t rocket science, but
there are a few things to keep in mind when choosing one. (Luckily, Instagram lets you change
your name later if you need to, but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t go for something stellar right
off the bat.) The best option when picking an Instagram handle is to use your name. Mine is
@songofstyle—the name of my blog—while my sister Dani is @songdani, her name flipped. And
Two Songs, our line of products, is @shoptwosongs, which is easy to remember and has the
added perk of reminding our followers to—what else?—shop.And those 300 million users I
mentioned? A lot of them use their names, too, so that doesn’t leave a ton of options—especially
if you’re trying to use a common moniker.AA FEW WAYS AROUND THE SAGA OF THE TAKEN
NAMEPut your last name first (@songdani; @chungalexa).Add your middle name. Model and
actress Dree Hemingway uses @dreelouisehemingway; fashion DJ Harley Viera-Newton uses
her middle initial: @harleyvnewton.Play with initials. Designer Christian Siriano is @csiriano;
actress and fashion blogger Jamie Chung is @jamiejchung.Add “the” in front of your name.
Technically, it’s not his real name, but Insta sensation Josh Ostrovsky uses his “stage name,”
@thefatjewish.Add “real” before or after your name—even if you’re not famous. (Supermodel
Caroline Trentini—@trentinireal—is an example.)Throw in an “its” or an “i am” in front of your
name à la designer and Moschino’s creative director Jeremy Scott (@itsjeremyscott) and E!
News host Catt Sadler (@iamcattsadler).Shorten your name or use a nickname. Dancing with
the Stars performer Julianne Hough is @juleshough.Add your location. Designer Alexander
Wang is @alexanderwangny.How about a courtesy title? Glee star Lea Michele is
@msleamichele.Are you a writer?Designer? Lawyer? Throw your profession into your handle,
and if you’re not into your profession at the moment, describe yourself in the way you want to be
seen (not a bald-faced lie, but a little bit of spin never hurts—it’s Marketing 101). Justin Bieber’s
stylist Karla Welch is @karlawelchstylist and Anne Hathaway’s stylist Penny Lovell is
@pennylovellstylist.If you do not want to use your name, think of your Insta account as a
portfolio, and ask yourself what you want your brand to convey. Think of synonyms and words in
other languages that have meaning to you as a way to find something that sounds catchy and
cool.You can also add an underscore, which can actually make it easier for people to read your
handle. One is fine (@aimee_song) but I would advise against multiples
(@aimee_song_of_style) because it’s harder to find with Instagram’s Search and Explore
feature.Also avoid numbers when creating a handle. People forget numbers, and they, much like
double_underscores_, complicate things. You want to snag something simple and memorable—
especially if you’re planning on using your Insta feed to promote a store, business, blog, or
anything else that leans toward the professional. You’re far too busy to be giving prospective
followers a spelling lesson anyway, so try to keep things sweet and simple.ALeading Through
Following: People You Want to KnowInstagram is one giant community where you can find
people who move you, who share common interests, or who just take cool pictures of things you
want to see (a travel blogger traipsing around Tahiti always lifts my Monday-morning vibes). And



now that you have your shiny new account, you have to find great people to fill your feed and
take you on a journey as you make your way through it.First, the basics. In the upper right-hand
corner of your Insta profile, there’s a cog icon (or three vertical dots, if you’re using Android). Tap
it, and you’ll be taken to the area of your account that lets you edit your profile, change your
password, and make your account private (more on that one later). This is also the screen that
lets you find your Facebook friends and email contacts to follow. You’ll have to give the app
permission to connect with your contact list, and then you can cherry-pick whom you want to
follow. Easy.Using the “Follow People” feature isn’t for everyone, since it lists contacts from your
other social media accounts and, quite frankly, can feel kind of creepy (maybe the high school
prom date you happen to be Facebook friends with doesn’t need to see pictures of your post–
high school adulthood). Same goes for the prospective client lurking in your Gmail contact list
(not that your Mexico spring break pics aren’t cute for a different audience). Side note: It’s
important to understand that nothing really goes away online, even if you delete it. Someone,
somewhere has a screenshot, and it can haunt you. Think about what you want to put out there
before doing so, and make sure nothing is questionable. If you are applying for a new job, you
can bet HR is scanning your feed, so proceed with caution.
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Ryan, “Great crash course for new Instagram Users. Honestly, was pretty surprised I ended up
enjoying this book.Though the first few pages were kind of pointless (if you already know
Instagram and its lingo) she does offer a lot of great feedback in terms of angles and goals. The
author really has thought thoroughly through the Instagram product and it makes sense why she
is so successful. Wishing the author the best of luck and hope she enjoys the fruits of her
efforts.I even recommended the book to a few friends who don't really use Instagram but would
like to get started on it. This was a quick crash course for them. Happy to share :)”

Tiffany Wallace, “5/5. I go back to this book often referred by Tally Dilbert on Instagram. Totally a
great buy”

R. Chapman, “Good read, but Basic. My wife wanted this book, she is a fashion designer in LA
and was interested in her take on being an influencer. My wife said it was a good read, but really
basic. Nothing that wasnt already known by anyone using instagram and working in the fashion
industry.”

JWills, “If you love Aimee Song then you'll probably like this book. Great book, especially if
you're interested in growing your brand/online presence. Easy read (read in less than a day) and
very descriptive- including pictures and tips. Aesthetically pleasing and love the layout of the
book. Great to put on your coffee table after you're done reading.”

Sarah Vo, “Aimee helps you achieve your Insta-goals. This book is so helpful for those who want
to learn how to take beautiful pictures and achieve their Insta-goals. Aimee does an amazing job
at teaching you about many topics such as taking selfies, fashion, food, flat layouts, decor, photo
editing, etc. I really enjoyed reading Capture Your Style and I definitely recommend this book!
Good luck! ”

MD, “Brilliant. This is an amazing book needed for everyone who wants to turn their insta into a
business. Setting up a business via Instagram is so viable these days but it requires hard work
and the right techniques by no means is it easy however this book really helps! I love amy!”

Cool Cat Lady, “Very pretty and informative book from one of the first intagram .... My 14 year old
daughter who is looking for tips to enhance her instagram account told me she enjoys it and she
constantly refers to it. Very pretty and informative book from one of the first intagram bloggers.
How to take the perfect selfies, pictures in general, themes etc. I recommend this for girls.”

Brooklyn, “Honestly one of the purchases I've made. Not only has Amiee Som transformed my
instagram style, but as a lifestyle blogger, she has completely changed how I take photos, and



she's made me think more about each and every one of them. Couldn't recommend this enough.”

The book by Aimee Song has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 436 people have provided feedback.
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